
Our products are used extensively by most national 
house and property developers.

You can rely on us for fast delivery and prompt, 
effi cient handling of orders. Our commitment to high 
product standards and exemplary customer services 
has earned us the Investor in People award and ISO 
9001:2000 status.

We’re the core team supporting the ProBead, 
ProMesh, ProRend, ProWall, Strikotherm and Strikolith 
product ranges.

■ PRODUCTS ACCREDITATION

We’re proud of our technical knowledge and customer 
service. We give you free technical support, a free 
specifi cation service for rendering, and free brochures 
and data sheets for all our products. 

Our technical support team will answer any technical 
questions during offi ce hours.

Offi ce hours:
Monday to Thursday – 8am to 5pm
Friday – 8am to 4.30pm

■ FREE TECHNICAL ADVICE

All standard SAS products are delivered next working 
day, under normal circumstances. For stock render 
colours, allow 1 to 3 working days for delivery.

Information contained in this brochure was correct at time of going to 
press. SAS (Europe) Ltd reserve the right to make product changes as 
part of our continuing commitment to improve our product ranges. 
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African GreyBambooWheat

ProRend Colour is a professional through-colour 
monocouche render system ideal for use on residential 
developments. It offers you the following features:

• It’s a scraped through-colour monocouche render
• Manufactured with liquid silicone to increase water  
 resistance and decrease dusting
• Added mica to offer enhanced reflective colour
• Increased water retention properties for stability
• You can apply it quickly
• The bags are pre-mixed. Just add water!
• You can apply it by hand or you can use a  
 spray machine

We’re here to make your life easier! That’s why we 
make ProRend Colour easy to use, choose, and get 
hold of. 

■ Here’s how:

• 25kg bags
• Palletised: 1 ton 40 bag pallets
• Pallet wrapped
• Delivery direct to site
• Offload and reduced length vehicles facility  
 on request
• 1 – 3 working day delivery on stock colours 

■ PACKAGING & LOGISTICS ■ EXTRA COLOURS

ProRend Colour comes in nine additional colours to 
give you more choice and more freedom in design. 
You can have extra colours on site within two weeks. 

Cream Ivory White

Sage

Ocean Dove

Brick Cottage

Fawn
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We offer Float, Prep, Rapid and Lite as basecoats. Our specification service will advise you which basecoat is best for 
the job, taking into consideration variables such as the type of substrate, suction and susceptibility to movement. 

• 2mm fine aggregate
• Pre-coloured
• Full surface uniform tight finish
• Finished with a nail float
• Low maintenance texture
• Power washable
• Light reflecting due to mica content

For physical samples of the finish please contact 
SAS directly.

■ TEXTURE

■ BASECOATS

Float is suitable for normal 
suction backgrounds such as 
concrete block or masonry. It 
provides an ideal substitute for 
traditional sand and cement.

Prep is ideal for either low-
suction or high-suction 
backgrounds such a pre-cast 
concrete or existing render.

Rapid is a fast-drying 
basecoat that is unaffected by 
temperature. It can be used in 
place of Float.

Lite is a highly-flexible 
basecoat used on structures 
prone to movement.

Maintenance is an important issue to developers and 
house owners so we’ve developed a low-maintenance 
product with qualities they’ll really appreciate.

• Highly weather-resistant
• Power-washable
• Can be overpainted

■ LOW MAINTENANCE

ProRend Colour contains liquid silicone which makes it 
better at repelling water, more durable, easy to clean 
and ideal for people who want a low maintenance 
solution. It retains water to ensure it cures sufficiently 
without the dehydration that can lead to hairline cracks.

ProRend Colour is the first product of its kind that you 
can apply directly onto lightweight blockwork without 
the need for a basecoat.

ProRend Colour is well suited to developments where 
time is important since, weather permitting, you can 
apply and finish it in two days. It’s completely through-
coloured with high-quality pigments that ensure colour 
consistency and fade-resistance.

Power washing

Lite Coat

Prep Coat

Rapid Coat

Float Coat

Image to come

THE BENEFITS
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■ MIXING: ProRend Colour is pre-bagged and designed 
to be mixed with a cement mixer, drill and whisk, or to 
be used in a spray machine. You need to add 5 to 6 litres 
of water per bag and mix it until it’s a homogenous, 
lump-free mass. Then you leave it to stand for five 
minutes before mixing it again to ensure a thorough mix.

■ APPLICATION: As you’ll be aiming for a finished 
thickness of 15mm, you should apply it more thickly than 
that to allow for the finishing process. We recommend 
a thickness of 17mm to be built up in two passes. The 
best way you can achieve this is to make a first pass of 
7mm applied by hawk and trowel with ProMesh Grade 5 
embedded around stress areas. Then you make another 
pass, immediately, of 10mm wet on wet. You need 
to level the substrate and create a flat surface, as any 
imperfections can show through when finished.

■ FINISHING: Once you’ve applied ProRend, protect it 
from the weather until it’s ready to scrape. It’s vital to 
scrape it at the right point of readiness, which is when 
you can no longer mark the render with your finger but 
you can with your nail, so it’s firm but still green. The 
amount of time this takes depends on the weather. Under 
normal circumstances it should be between 4 and 16 
hours. Once the product has reached this point you use a 
nail float (below) to scrape off the top layer of aggregate 
(2mm) by rubbing the nail float in circular motions over 
the whole area, making sure you don’t miss any. Missed 
areas will be visible at different angles, so you need to 
scrape them before the material gets too hard. Then you 
need to brush all areas down to remove dust.

This application is based on standard uniform blockwork. 
You should discuss all applications with a member of 
the SAS technical team before purchase to ensure the 
substrate is compatible. 

For full details of application or a written 
specification, please contact SAS directly.

■ STANDARD APPLICATION

We at SAS offer the highest level of Customer Service 
and Technical Support. That’s not just brochure-talk.  
We mean it.

To help us keep that promise, all our technical 
personnel have been trained by us and have the highest 
level of competence in through-coloured render, 
insulated render systems and general knowledge of the 
construction industry.

We also ensure all our products comply with the high 
standards set by the International Quality System ISO 
9001:2000.

■ What you can expect from us:

•  ProBead ordered before 2.30pm will be delivered the 
next working day.

•  All other stocked items ordered before 12pm will be 
delivered within 2 to 3 working days.

•  If you ask us, deliveries of stocked items can be made 
by articulated lorry or a small lorry with a tail-lift.

• Non-stock items will be delivered within 3 weeks.
•  Technical enquiries will be answered within 3 rings  

by a person based in the UK.
•  Internal specification requests will be despatched 

either the same day by e-mail or within 24 hours 
 by post.
•  Technical CAD drawings to support our systems are 

despatched within 7 working days of receipt.
•  Any site visits will be within 3 days of your initial 

request.
•  Post-site reports will be written and sent within 48 

hours of the site visit.
•  Follow-up information and results will be sent out 

within 7 working days, subject to third parties’ 
involvement.

•  Any testing of our products will be carried out by our 
dedicated lab service and all results will be returned 
within 12 working days.

■ CUSTOMER CHARTER

Mixing

Application

Levelling

WarehouseScraping
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